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Administrative Provisions of Entry–Exit Inspection and Quarantine Procedure

Chapter I General

Article 1 The Provisions are stipulated according to the entry–exit inspection and quarantine laws and regulations. It aims to strengthen the inspection and quarantine procedure administration as well as improve the clearance efficiency and service quality of the inspection and quarantine.

Article 2 The inspection and quarantine procedure referred in the Provisions is the process that supervision target such as imported and exported cargo are legally inspected and quarantined by the entry–exit inspection and quarantine bureau. Generally, the procedure includes the following work steps partially or wholly: acceptance of inspection application, document examination and surveillance, inspection and quarantine on site and in lab, isolated quarantine of animals and plants, quarantine treatment, comprehensive assessment, visa release and archiving.

The procedure time referred in the Provisions is the limited working time to complete each step of inspection and quarantine.

Article 3 With the classification management of the cargo risk and enterprise credit, imported and exported commodities are subjected to the inspection and quarantine supervision according to relevant procedures of the conformity assessment. Corresponding inspection and quarantine procedure applies.

The conformity assessment procedure includes sampling, inspection (quarantine) and examination; assessment, verification and assurance of conformity; registration, acceptance and approval as well as the combination of the items above.

Article 4 The inspection and quarantine procedure administration observes the principle of “going through inspection application, inspection and quarantine, sampling, quarantine treatment and visa release one–time for each batch of products”.

Article 5 The General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as AQSIQ) is responsible for the inspection and quarantine procedure administration of China. The direct local entry–exit inspection and quarantine bureaus are subordinate to
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